Take an aluminum pan and start making a layer of biscuits as a base and remember Phoebe showed me the kind and friendly face of China.

On Diversity

the best for them. That was a pretty long and amazing birthday which almost went fabulous bash. I was glad, everyone enjoyed the party because I wanted to make it occasion of my birthday. Later, some of us went to have lunch in this place called snack packs with me and all of us, along with our professors had eaten them on the celebrating it away from home, it was

celebrating my birthday in my been away from my home for three an individual independent. I have

made. If you have an opportunity like this, please try it. I'm sure this will be one of

seems to have helped me adapt quickly to school
time GA, I have worked 10 hours a week on the Great Experience

has many problems recently.  For that reason, the U.S. government should think

Besides, the government is being accused of receiving help from the Russian

contribute to this country's success.

Another thing that the actual government has is the problem with the immigrants

Recently, the U.S. government has accused one of the most famous Chinese

has to attack China is that in this country the majority of the U.S companies.

American politics are more active because president Trump is fighting with China

Branches have the same degree of influence in government. In my opinion,

the president. Moreover, I think

American Politics

how to manage time and do well in studies. Life is all about managing things and
difficult when I am able to understand everything.

that I am in ESL class but the situation today is different. Sometimes I face a few but ESL classes helped me a lot to do well in my academic class. It was difficult for

higher education in business. I chose SUNY New

students. I

known for their business programs.

American political parties are divided into two. One of them is the liberal one and

conservative one. A solution could be having smoking zones or a stand for

this is a side that is a bit extreme, my point is that everyone has a reason to do what

into account.

idea, but what they need to understand is that

By Vicente Moyano

dangerous. Moreover, nobody likes people

might slip and fall down, and it is absolutely

to enjoy your campus life as a skater, you

campus. I am one of those skateboarders,

By Yuma Uchida

The procedure is simple, prepare the mocha to make coffee -- a lot of coffee.

you cannot please everyone because each of us

skills and I have to admit that my recipe is good,

thing you can try to cook. this is why it is difficult

show through the class, so I think I had a precious opportunity.

my home university, so I was

member of the musical club in

write a preview paper and a

see four Broadway shows. We

two plays on campus and go to

which is called "Live Theater

N

th

I start counting:

what I think is good or not good as a student, and also it has made me believe in
do that. The ESL program has given me voice to share my perspective and say

fight for better policies for education and social justice in my country. Through this

were in their district week. I brought my perspective as an international student and

country, how I could speak in a formal meeting and I made connections with

connected me with the world and made me love every single aspect that I have

and, "What are some things that you

organization is fighting for. The two

In the spring of 2019 I was invited to

thursdays with the release of the new white chunky chocolate in pieces

coffee made with mocha

y sister and I went to London last

th...